Ellesmere College
Key Stage 3 Home Learning Pack – Superheroes
English
In English, we would like you to:
• Read and practice your writing
about a superhero
• Identify information in text
• Develop your punctuation and use
of pronouns and tense

Maths
In Maths, we would like you to work on
your:
• Addition and subtraction
• Data handling
• Multiplication and division

Other learning
Creative Arts:
Why not have a go at drawing your favourite super hero or making your own? Then make
and design face masks and accessories.
Independence:
What makes a hero and how can you show the same characteristics to make a difference
to your life and personal hygiene routines?
Science:
Learn more about how we produce electricity and sustainability. Finally see if you have
the reactions of a superhero!
Understanding the World:
In this lesson you will learn more about the history of medicine up to the current NHS and
our superhero doctors and nurses. You will also learn about Florence Nightingale.
PSHE:
Time to learn about some heroes from fire-fighters to Martin Luther King and to think
about what you could do to help others.
Physical Development:
Time to get fit like a superhero through circuit training, walking and improving throwing
accuracy.
Technology:
Learn to be a super digital citizen and learn more about artificial intelligence and if this is
a good or bad thing.

Lesson 1 – Heroes
Equipment: Worksheets, pencil, paper, black marker, crayons (wax or pencil) or makers.
Instructions:
In this lesson you will be creating your own superhero follow the step by step instructions
on the sheet.
Activity 1
Learn how to draw a superhero with some basic shapes, and
then you can mix and match to make your own customized
self-portrait.
One of the really good things about drawing a superhero these
days, is that there are so many classic models to get inspired
by. From the obvious Superman and Wonder Woman, and all
the spinoffs that came before and after, a superhero can be as
varied as say … all their super powers.
This activity starts using basic shapes to start with, but hopefully inspires some mixing and
matching of your own. Add a cape, adjust a skirt, change the monogram, or change the
colours. Try using this activity as a starting point, instead of an end, and see what kind of
new superhero you can dream up.
Activity 2
Most superheroes have a city they live in
and protect such as Gotham for Batman.
Now you have your superhero it’s time to
create a superhero city landscape for them
to live in.
Following the instructions on the activity 2
worksheet to create your cityscape!
Activity 3
Now let’s create some superhero characters.
They even work great for a small puppet
theatre! What better crafts idea than to make a
Superhero Stick for you to celebrate your own
unique super powers?

Activity 1

Activity 2 - Superhero Cityscape Art Project with Van Gogh
Equipment
White, black, orange, red and yellow paper,
wax crayons. Scissors and glue.
Instructions
First have a look at the famous painting Starry
Night by Van Gogh. Notice the sky and how it
looks like it’s moving. This is because of the way
it has been painted. You will recreate this by
using ‘swirls’ with your wax crayons.
Get you white paper and crayons and draw your ‘swirls’ with your crayons. Try to use a
few colours with each ‘swirl’.

Then cut out rectangles from the black
paper – these will be your ‘buildings’ and
cut lots of smaller squares and
rectangles these will represent the
windows in your buildings.

Lay them over your ‘swirled’ white
paper. When you are happy with the
composition. Stick them down with your
glue.

Once all your buildings and windows are
stuck down, you should have something
a bit like this! Well done you have
created your superhero cityscape!

Activity 3

Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•

jumbo wood craft sticks (large Popsicle
sticks)
construction paper
glue stick
scissors
white paint pen or paint or stickers
black marker

Directions:
1. Place your craft stick on the construction
paper and draw a triangle the size you want
your superhero’s cape to be.

2. Cut out the triangle. Using your glue stick,
glue the craft stick to the triangle.

3. Cut out a small rectangle from your
construction paper, not much wider than
the width of the craft stick, which will
become the mask. Glue the rectangle on the
craft stick with your glue stick.

4. Using your paint pen or paint and black
marker, draw some eyes on top of the
rectangle and a mouth just below.
5. Write a letter in the centre of the body. It could be your name or the superhero
name.
Once you have created your Superhero Sticks, you can use them to pretend to fly around
the room. You could also write your own fun superhero story and use your custom
superhero sticks to put on a play for your friends or family!

Lesson 2 – Hero Arts and Crafts
Equipment: Paper plate (or circle cut
out of paper/card), paint, paint
brushes, scissors, glue, pens, hole
punch, yarn/string, pens.
Instructions:
In this lesson you are going to continue
to use craft and art materials to make
items linked to your superhero theme.
They could be based on a superhero
that you know already from a film or
comic or one that you have made up.

Activity 1
Use a piece of paper or a paper plate to
create your own ‘scene’ to represent a
film set or piece of art related to a hero
movie. You may want to cut and use
objects on your scene to turn it from a
2D to a 3D craft project.
Activity 2:
Activity 2 is about creating your own
hero face mask. You will need a paper
plate or you can simply use paper or
card.
Think about the design. If you don’t want to create a hero that you know why not make a
hero mask of your own.

Activity 3:
Its now time to create some
accessories to go with your mask.
This could be Spiderman webshooters or in this example Batman
wrist cuffs.
See if you can design your own
accessories.

Activity 1

Instructions:
Step 1:
Start by painting the paper plate.
Once the paint has dried, have an
adult use a craft knife to cut a slit at
the bottom of the paper plate.
Step 2:
Print the skyline template and use it
to cut out Gotham City out of black
cardstock. Glue it on the paper
plate, above the slit.
Step 3:
Cut tiny white windows from printer
paper and glue them on the black
apartment flats.
Step 4:
Cut the Batman sign out of yellow
cardstock. Colour the craft stick with
a black marker and glue the Batman
sign at top of the craft stick. Place
the stick inside the slit and move it
from behind the paper plate.
When you put it all together, it will
look like this!

Activity 2 – Superhero masks

Equipment: 1 white paper plate; red, black, and grey
acrylic paint; single hole punch; yarn; paintbrush;
scissors and a pencil

Instructions
1. First get your paint, brush/ sponge brush
and red paint.
2. Then draw your eyes with a black pen and
make two holes either side of the eyes near
the edge of the plate. Use a hole punch if
you have one, if not just make holes with a
pencil.
3. Paint the entire mask red. When the paint is
dry, string a piece of cotton yarn or elastic
thread through the holes. Out of paint? No
problem – you can use crayons or pens
instead.
4. Next paint around the eye holes with the
grey paint.
5. Next paint the web using the black paint or
marker if you haven’t got any black paint.
6. Allow the paint to dry and then it’s time to
try out your new Spiderman mask!

Activity 3- Superhero cuffs

Equipment
Four toilet paper rolls for one set of cuffs,
Paint, Glue, Yarn, Scissor and Hole Punch
Instructions
1. First cut a slit all the way down one side
of all four paper rolls. Two will be your
cuffs and the other two will provide the
material for your shapes.
2. Flatten two of the rolls and cut
superhero shapes from them. Ideas
include stars, bats, lightning bolts,
letters, the sky’s the limit!
3. Paint your pieces. Paint all around your
cuffs and on both sides of your
shapes. Be sure to use two different
colours so that your super hero shapes
really pop!
4. Once the paint dries, glue your shapes
to the top of your cuffs and allow to
dry.
5. Punch a few holes down each side of
your cuff openings and lace them up by
threading them with yarn.
6. Now you are ready to try out your
superhero cuffs!

Lesson 1 – Values and change
Equipment: Printer, Pencil, Colours.
Instructions:
This lesson we will be learning about what makes a hero
and then asking you to think about something that means
a lot to you. Remember, a superhero is also a person
whose actions or achievements are far greater than what
people expect, so anyone can be a superhero.
Activity 1
Before you start let’s see if you can recognise the heroes
on the worksheet. Write their name in the box. Then think about what makes them a
hero. In the example above this is Spiderman – some of the things that make him a hero
are not giving-up, caring about his friends, and most importantly ‘with great power comes
great responsibility’.
Write down next to the hero’s adjectives that describe them. Here are a few: daring, epic,
fearless, gallant, grand, noble, valiant, kind, strong, wise.
Activity 2
The characters in Activity 1 are fictional. Now read about three real life heroes. People
who believed in a cause and dedicated their lives to not just the cause but living their life
following their beliefs. Once you have read about them try to complete the sentences
using the key words.
Activity 3
It is time to think about yourself. Think
about something that matters to you. It
could be that you want more play
activities near you at home, or you don’t
like the litter on the streets, or you are
concerned that the climate is changing.
Now think about what you can do to be a
hero. It could be writing to the Prime
Minister about the need for climate
change, or just simply remembering to
turn off a light when you leave the room.
Write down something you are going to
do to change something!

Activity 1

Activity 2 – Real life heroes

This is Mahatma Gandhi.
He believed all people should have the right to choose which
religion they follow and that they shouldn’t be controlled by
anyone.
He didn’t believe in violence. Instead he used to go on peace
marches or go on hunger strikes.

This is Martin Luther King Jr. He saw that black
people were being mistreated by white people.
He wanted equal rights for black people. Black
people had to go to a separate school from whites.
Martin organised peaceful marches to help people be
kinder and fairer to each other.

This is Tariq Jahan. His son was killed during the riots.
A lot of people were angry about this.
He wanted people to calm down.
The UK said he was a hero because he prevented a race riot
in the UK.
He also got award of Britain for his bravery.

This is Mahatma Gandhi. He is from I_________.
He is known as a hero because he wanted
e__________ r_________ for people in his
c___________.

Word Bank
Hunger strike
Country
Religion
Rights
Killed
India
Violence
Equal

He believed that people should be able to
practice any r____________ they want and
shouldn’t have to be k__________ for it.
He also did not believe in v___________
because he felt that it didn’t solve anything.
He felt that the only way to get people to listen
to him is through going on a
h___________________.
This is M_________________________. He
wanted e_________________ for b________
people.
He thought it was u__________ the way that
they got t______________.

Word Bank
Martin Luther King Jr
Unfair
Bus
White
Speech
Equal rights
Treated
Front
Play
World
Black

They had to sit at the back of the b_______
whilst white people would have to sit at the
f_________ of the bus.
W_________ children were not allowed to
p_________ with children who were black.
He made a famous s___________ that people
listened to all over the w_______________.

This is T______________. He is from E____________.
His son was run over and k____________ during the
r_________ in summer 2011.

Word Bank
Listened
TV
Peace
Harm
Angry
Murder
Revenge
Tariq Jahan
England
Killed
Riots
Fight

Lots of people were a__________ about the
m_____________ and wanted r_____________.
Tariq Jahan wanted p___________ and came on T_____
to tell people to calm down and not h____________
each other.
Lots of people l_________ to him and so he saved the
UK from getting into a big f_________.

Activity 3

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Lesson 2 - Being a personal hero
Equipment: Printer, Pencil, Colours.
Instructions:
As you have discovered in Lesson 1 being a hero does not always mean doing something
to change the world. Sometimes showing the characteristics of heroes such as not giving
up, keeping going, and making a choice to make a change is important.
If you want to grow-up healthy then its important that you continue to ensure you have
good hygiene routines.
Activity 1
Let’s start by thinking about your
routine when you get up in the
morning. Cut out the images and put
them in the right order. What is your
routine? Once you have them in an
order then put them on the back of
your bedroom door so you can
remember them.
You know we as adults always say that its important to use soap. Try the experiment to
see why soap is so important when washing your hands!
Activity 2
Another important routine is cleaning your teeth. Start by putting the pictures in the
correct order. Then write a sentence next to each picture. Remember to sound your
words out, use finger spaces and add punctuation and capital letters.
Activity 3
When your clothes get dirty it’s important that you wash them. See if you can put the
images in the correct order.
Some clothes need washing at different temperatutres! Go around your home to see if
you can find different clothes that need to be washed at different temperatures. Try to
match them to the temperatures and symbols.

Activity 1

What happened when you put your finger in a second time with soap on it?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Activity 2

Activity 3 Cut and place these in the right order

Activity 4 continued – Have a look at clothes in your house. Look at the labels and see if you can
match clothes to the correct symbols

Lesson 1 – Superpower – Electricity
Equipment: Printer, Scissors, Glue, Pencil/colours, Access to the internet
Instructions:
In this lesson you will be learning more about how we make electricity, what it is and how
we use it.
Activity 1
Let’s start by developing your understanding about electricity. Read the information and
talk to an adult about what you have read. Then cut out the objects and place them in the
right column about which are electrical and which are not. See if you can think of other
things which do and do not use electricity.
Activity 2
It is important that we
become more sustainable in
how we create electricity.
Read the information about
sustainability and then talk to
an adult or another family
member about what you think
is important about being
sustainable.

Activity 3
Sustainability is about making better choices. It’s
now time to think about what choices you are
making to ensure electricity is more sustainable in
the future.

Activity 1

What is electricity?

a)

b)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uf76pThNXZc&ab_channel=learningjunction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWWgDn0C6DA&ab_channel=PeekabooKidz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc979OhitAg&ab_channel=TheEngineeringMindset
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Posj4WMo0o&ab_channel=TheEngineeringMindset

c)

https://www.alliantenergykids.com/UsingEnergyWisely/SavingEnergyAtHome
https://www.greenchildmagazine.com/teach-kids-to-save-energy-checklist/
https://www.fantastichandyman.co.uk/blog/how-to-save-energy-for-kids/
https://www.saveonenergy.com/learning-center/energy-saving-tips/how-does-savingenergy-help-the-environment/
http://www.energysavingsecrets.co.uk/whyweneedtosaveenergy.html

Activity 2

Activity 3

https://footprint.wwf.org.uk/#/

https://www.wwf.org.uk/what-we-do/promoting-sustainable-living
https://www.wwf.org.uk/what-we-do/climate-change-and-energy
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSjdzUh81-Q&ab_channel=TheTouringTeacher
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Puv0Pss33M&ab_channel=WWFInternational
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yomf5pBN8dY&ab_channel=Oceana

Lesson 2 – Reaction test
Equipment: Ruler, worksheets, pencils/pens
Instructions:
Our body is complex. We use different parts of
our body to do tasks such as walking, running,
breathing. Our brain controls the tasks that we
do. Sometimes these are automatic (e.g.
breathing) and sometimes they are processed
(e.g. catching a ball)
Our body uses nerves to send messages around
the body. This is like a long telephone line sending
messages. The time it takes to send and receive
messages means there is a delay, such as your
reaction time.
Activity 1
Let’s do an experiment! We are going to
find out how good your reaction time is.
To do this we are going to do this by a
drop ruler test. You will need to
measure the distance on the ruler. You
will need to ask someone in your house
to let go of the ruler. Then see what
measurement your finger is on. The
shorter the distance the faster your
reaction!
Activity 2
Record your results in the results box and then draw a graph of your results. You will need
to add a scale of distance on the y axis and then the attempt on the x axis.
Activity 3
Can you look at your results and answer the following questions:
My fastest reaction time (shortest distance was)…………………………………………………
My slowest reaction time (longest distance was)………………………………………………..
How could I improve my reaction time……………………………………………………………….

Activity 2 - Let’s create a graph of your results

Name

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Lesson 1 – Heroes of Medicine
Equipment: Printer, Scissors, Glue, Pencil.
Instructions: This lesson we will be looking at the
heroes of medicine. Who made which
discoveries/inventions that have helped the human
race and when.
Activity 1
Have a look at the worksheet. Read the information
on the cards which tells you about a special event in
the history of medicine.
Can you put the cards in order about when they
happened?
What do you think was the most important change
and why?
Activity 2
Florence Nightingale was a nurse in the war.
Conditions in hospitals were not good and often
people died due to poor hygiene, lack of food and not
enough medicines.
Along with other nurses they help to improve
the conditions in hospitals. Why not read about
her life and then answer the questions.
Activity 3
Today everyone takes x-rays as a common thing
to happen. However, over 100 years ago x-rays
had not been invented. Read about Marie Curie who helped to create the use of x-rays in
medicine.

Activity 1

Activity 2 – Florence Nightingale – Hospital Improvements

Hospital Improvements worksheet
Match the problem to the solution that Florence Nightingale found.

Activity 3 – Marie Curie - Flip Book Biography

Cut out the two flip book pages, the stick the front page to the back page, but only along the title
section down the left hand side. Then cut long the dotted lines on the front page to create th
flaps. Finally, answer the questions on the back page using the fact sheet.
Front Page

Back Page

Lesson 2 – Modern Heroes
– NHS

Equipment: Printer, Scissors,
Glue, Pencil/colours, access to
the internet
Instructions:
This lesson we will be looking at the National Health Service (NHS); what it is, how it
works and different NHS staff.
NHS staff have played a vital role in supporting the country deal with Coronavirus and
they have had to work extremely hard. In the past people have supported the NHS staff
with thank you posters and ‘clapping’.
However, NHS staff do a fantastic job all year and so it is never the ‘wrong’ time to show
your appreciation.
Activity 1
Read through the information
about the NHS to develop your
understanding. You may need to
read the information with an
adult.

Activity 2
The NHS is a very large
organisation and place to work.
Lots of people have different jobs so that the organisation keeps going. For example, all
the buildings need to be kept really clean, someone needs to answer the phone and
others are needed to keep aspects such as the computer system working. See if you can
match the job to the role!
Activity 3
You may know of someone who has been supported by nurses and doctors at the hospital
or have been helped when they have become sick. Who would you like to say thank you
to and why. Write your thoughts down. Then create a poster to say thank you to them.

Activity 1 – Read the Information Pack

Activity 2 – Match the NHS staff to their roles

Pharmacists

See patients in doctor’s surgeries and
hospitals. They diagnose the problem and
can prescribe medicine. Some doctors
perform surgery.
Care for patients. They might take your
temperature, clean a wound or give you
an injection, such as a vaccination.

Management

Doctors
Ambulance service team

Midwives

Nurses

dental team
Health informatics

Telephone operators answer people’s
999 calls and work out what help is
needed in each emergency. Paramedics
respond and give people first aid. They
use an ambulance to get patients to
hospital as quickly as possible.
Get medicine ready for patients. They
give people advice on taking the right
medicine to recover.
Staff at a dental surgery work together to
keep your teeth clean and healthy. A
dental nurse might polish your teeth. A
dentist might give your tooth a filling or
even take a tooth out. The office staff
book all the appointments.
These people work with patients by
helping them to be rehabilitated or
providing treatment, e.g. hospital
chaplains, physiotherapists.
Have to make sure the system runs
smoothly. They use their budget to work
out how to spend NHS money. They
allocate staff to each hospital, and more
Care for pregnant women. They help to
deliver the baby and to keep the mother
and baby healthy afterwards.

Healthcare scientists

Look for ways to help save lives and make
lives better through research.

Allied health professionals

These people get information to the right
people at the right time through
electronic records or spotting trends in
diseases and treatments. They help other
people make decisions.

Activity 3 – Thank You Poster

Lesson 1 – What is a hero?
Equipment: Pens, worksheets, paper and access
to the internet
Instructions:
In this lesson you are
going to be thinking
about heroes. Not
the fictional heroes
you see in films but
actual heroes who
help us in real life.
Activity 1
Let’s start with how
much you know
about heroes. With
an adult talk about
what each of the
heroes on our
‘heroes in the community mat’ do. Don’t just think
about people as heroes but what about others such
as animals?
Activity 2
Thinking about what the word hero actually means,
write a sentence about what each of the heroes in
the news has done. If you want you could look on
the internet for more information.
Activity 3
Have a look at the worksheet for activity 3. It has some everyday heroes on the sheet. Do
you recognise them? Which of the heroes in the news do you find the most inspiring?
Maybe you know of another hero in the news or in your local community.
Write about who your hero is and why.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Hero

Write a sentence about them

Activity 3

Can you write about a hero you admire?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Lesson 2 - Modern Day heroes
Equipment: Worksheets, pen
Instructions:
In this lesson you are exploring modern day
heroes. A hero might be someone who does
something brave like a firefighter or somebody who fights for a cause like the climate
activist, Greta Thunberg.
Activity 1
In this activity you need to think about a
firefighter, what it involves and why it
makes them a hero. Think how brave
they must be to go into burning buildings
to save people.
Activity 2
Sometimes people are recognised for
doing heroic things and they receive a
medal. The worksheet gives an example
of a Victory medal presented to those
who fought in the war.
There are other medals which people can
receive such as The Most Excellent Order
of the British Empire (OBE) which is for
chivalry, rewarding contributions to the
arts and sciences, work with charitable
and welfare organisations, and public
service outside the civil service.
Can you design your own medal? Try looking up online other medals that are awarded
and who received them
Activity 3
Heroes do not always have to put themselves in danger. Sometimes it is about trying to
make a difference for other people. Have a look at the information about Greta Thunberg
climate activist Greta Thunberg. Why do you think she is a hero? Look at Greta’s heroic
activities in more detail. Read the sheet and answer the questions. There are two
worksheets – the first is easier than the second.

Activity 1

What other characteristics can you think about?

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 3

Lesson 3 - Martin Luther King
Equipment:
Worksheet, pens, internet
Instructions:
In this lesson we are looking at the civil rights activist Dr Martin
Luther King Jr, who is a hero for many Americans and other people
across the world.
Activity 1
Read the information about Martin
Luther King and how we wanted to end
racial discrimination in America and
across the world. Watch the YouTube
video about Martin Luther King:
https://youtu.be/PyurjhRNOmw
Why do you think he is a hero for so
many people?

Activity 2
Martin Luther King made a really important speech about ‘I have a dream’. Complete the
activity sheet about his speech. Then check at the end of the lesson sheet to see if you got
your answers correct.

Activity 3
If you could change the world what would you
do?
Fill in the Martin Luther King dream cloud with
ideas and pictures of how you would like the
world to be.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Answers

Lesson 4 – Super Heroes
Equipment:
Pens, worksheets
Instructions:
In this lesson you are going to consider fictional
superheroes and also

Activity 1
Design your own fictional Superhero! You could
use the Identity Card or draw one of your own.

Activity 2
Heroes feel passionate about things.
Greta Thunberg is passionate about the
environment and the dangers of climate
change. What activities are you
passionate about and why?

Activity 3
You have made a fictional
superhero and looked at some
very real heroes. Now it’s your
turn. How can you be a hero and
make the world a better place?
Use the paper provided to write
or draw about how you can a real
difference.

Key word:
Fiction – something made
up, imaginary

Activity 1

Activity 1 - continued

Activity 2

What topic do you feel passionate about and why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Activity 3

Lesson 1 – Curling game using rolled up socks
Equipment:
• Target (I have used a juice bottle)
• Rolled up socks
Instructions:
You will be playing an indoor version of curling using the above
equipment.
1. Clear a space on a smooth surface ie. A table, kitchen tiles
or hallway floor (laminated or wooden).
2. Place a target at one end of the space.
3. Using a pair of rolled up socks, slide them across the floor,
trying to get them as close to the target as possible.
4. Play against an opponent. Each player has 3 pairs of rolled
up socks. The pair of socks closest to the target scores 8
points.
5. Write down your scores and add them up. The player with
the most points is the winner.

Game
1
2
3
4
5
6

Player 1 score

Player 2 score

Activity 1
Practice rolling your rolled-up socks along the floor to see how
fast/slow the socks travel. Think about the movement of your arm
and the power needed to release the socks. Think about how you
are rolling the socks and see if you can do it consistently.

Activity 2
To help you practice set-up targets around the room (a bit like golf) and then see how
accurate you can be. To make shots harder you could put obstacles (e.g. book) in the way
of the targets which you have to throw over. Practice rolling your socks towards the
target and see how accurate you are getting as near to the target as possible.
Activity 3
Play against someone else, each person must have 3 pairs of socks. Then decide who will
start the game and off you go. After three rolls each the person with the socks closest to
the target scores 8 points. Write down your scores and the first person to score higher
than 50 will be declared the winner.
Activity 4
Write down what you found easy or hard about playing this game, and also describe how
you could improve more.
1. I found this easy……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. I found this hard…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. I could improve more by………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Lesson 2 – Going for a Winter/Spring
Walk
Equipment: Wellington boots/strong walking
trainers, thick coat, hat, gloves, scarf, note pad
and pen and the I-Spy sheets.
Instructions: You will be going for a
Winter/Spring walk looking for wildlife
clues. Go out for a walk with an adult.
Look at all the beautiful surroundings we
have. Think about what you need to wear
to be safe.
Activity 1
You will be going for a Winter/Spring walk
with an adult, even if the weather is
snowing, rainy or very cold, as we are
looking to enjoy an active walk. This will
improve our wellbeing. Whilst out walking
you will be looking and listening for
wildlife activity going on. If you see
something from the list then tick it off.
How many did you find?
Activity 2
Whilst out you will be scanning the wildlife around in the trees, bushes, hedgerow and
undergrowth. Using a note pad can you spot spiders webs, bird nests, berries on the
trees, swans, blackbirds, seagulls, sparrows, blue tits and woodpeckers? Whatever you
see write it down and maybe sketch it.
Activity 3
This time you are going to go for a walk but rather
than going into an open space like a park you are
going to go into an urban area such as your local
neighbourhood. However, you will still need to
watch what is going on around you as you try to
find a specific thing (e.g. the number of street
signs, the number of hoses with blue doors, or
parked cars that have a number plate with the
number 2 on them! Make a list of three
‘challenges’ and then give the challenge to
someone you are walking with. Can they set you
challenges?

Activity 1

Activity 1

Activity 3

Lesson 3 - Understanding how to use circuit exercises
Instructions:

Equipment:

Instructions:

Exercise

Example

Important information

Correct sit up position,
hands across chest NOT
behind head.
Star jump, arms by side
and legs together. Arms
wide and legs wide.

Stand tall and then bend
legs to sitting position

If you need to you can
do press-ups with your
knees on the floor

This will be held for 30
seconds if possible.

Be careful when you
start the exercise with
your back

Using the first 2 steps on
the stairs, this will be
done for 30 secs.

Using the water filled
plastic bottles.

Lesson 4 - Creating a circuit to follow
Instructions:

Equipment:

Instructions:

Lesson 1 - Being a Super Digital Citizen (SDC)
Equipment: Pens, worksheet, You Tube
Instructions:
This lesson is about staying safe and helping
others to stay safe online by being a Super
Digital Citizen. Watch the You Tube video
‘Super Digital Citizen’ and then complete the
following activities. You may want to watch this video before you start:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIuQyI2URwY
Activity 1
When you are online and involved in any social media including texting, messaging, chat
rooms, online gaming, snapchat you need to be careful not to share personal information.
Have a look at the list of things you may share online and circle those things that it is safe
to share.
Activity 2
Discuss with an adult or another member of your family what rules you could follow to
keep yourself safe online. Then complete the worksheet.
Activity 3
Have a go at the questions on the worksheet. What would a Super Digital Citizen do in
those situations?
Activity 4
In activity 3 the task involved some scenarios that you may find yourself in. If this was a
friend think about how you may be able to offer them some advice. Complete the comic
strip activity.
If you have any concerns:
Contact CEOP (Police) on: https://www.ceop.police.uk/ceop-reporting/
If you are online and need to shut down the site quickly use the red button:

Alternatively contact Childline: 08001111

Activity 1
Put a green circle around the things you can share safely online and a red circle around
things you should not share online

Green – your favourite superhero, your favourite game, what you like to eat, a song you like, the
name of your pet, what you had for lunch, what you have learnt at school

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Lesson 2 - Impact of Artificial Intelligence
Equipment: Pens, worksheets, YouTube
Instructions:
The basic definition of AI is simply when a computer is able to perform tasks that normally
a human would perform. This includes when a computer is basically teaching itself or
programming itself to do tasks without the need for additional human input.
You can learn more about artificial intelligence at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1CBN-z1-mg
‘How to explain AI to a Child || Examples of AI for Kids’

Many of us
already have AI

Activity 1
First you need to watch the video or go online to look at devices and robots which use
artificial intelligence or robotic actions, and then circle the objects on the sheet that are
examples of AI.
Activity 2
On the next worksheet you will
need to match the words with
their definition. Then look at
the pictures, think about what
positive benefits AI will have
and complete the table on the
following sheet.
Activity 3
Not everybody thinks that AI is
a good idea. Can you think of
any negative impacts of AI?
Tell us what you think.

Activity 1 - Circle the examples of AI

Activity 2

1________________________
2________________________
3________________________
4________________________
5________________________

How can it help?

Activity 3 - What could go wrong?

•
•
•

Some people worry that AI will mean that lots of jobs will be done by robots.
Other people worry that humans will be taken over by robots!
Protecting our personal information is a concern to others.

What do you think?

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

